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OBJECTIVES OF SODA/PROFIT/ADVERTISING GAME 1


1. Students will operate a retail soda business by applying the laws of supply and demand in order 
to maximize profit.


2. Students will recognize that manipulation (advertising) and retail price (Cust Price in the game) 
affect product demand. 


3. Students will recognize that when supply (arrivals) and demand (sales) are equal then an 
equilibrium price has been attained.


4. Students will recognize that the equilibrium price can be influenced by increasing advertising 
(Nonprice Competition.)


5. Students will recognize that when retail price (Cust Price in the game) exceeds the equilibrium 
price there will be a high inventory (surplus.)


6. Students will recognize that when retail price (Cust Price in the game) falls below the equilibrium 
point there will be a negative inventory (backlog or shortage.)


7. Students will recognize the economic consequences of surplus inventory and shortages.
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Preparing to play the Soda/Profit/Advertising Game 2


1. Double click on the Soda/Profit Game icon. Read the Rules Of The Game section, then scroll 
down. Your screen should look something like this:


2. Take a few moments to view the screen. Notice there are three graphs and three slider bars.
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3. The Retail Inventory graph displays how many cases of 
soda you have in stock at your store. If there is a backlog 
of orders a minus sign will appear in the number above 
the graph. Beware of backlogs, negative inventory costs 
you big time ($20 per case is subtracted from your profits!)


4. The Sales “Demand” and Arrivals “Supply” graph 
shows how much soda customers want that week and 
how much is coming into your store that week.


5. The Cust Price and Profits graph shows the price your 
store charges per case of soda and how much money or 
profit your store has made. Please note that if your 
profits have ( ) around them you are losing money - you 
have negative profits as this sample graph shows.


6. The Cust Price slider bar allows you to set the 
price per case of soda. You may change that 
price each week if you wish.


7. The Orders slider bar allows you to determine 
how many cases of soda to order for each week. 
Please understand that the order you place will 
take two weeks to arrive at your store. Remember 
each case of soda you order costs you $5.
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8. The Advertising-wk $ slider lets you determine 
how much money you want to spend each week 
on advertising. The money you spend
each week is subtracted from your profit.


9. Each time you run the game it will play for 26 weeks. The game will pause each week to allow 
you to make any necessary slider bar adjustments. The top of screen will show which week of the 
run you are in.


10. The winning team will be the team that makes the most profit! To win you need to order enough 
soda to keep your customers happy and maintain a stable inventory. 
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Debrief of Soda/Profit/Advertising game 3


1. Put numbers into the boxes which would indicate that an 
“equilibrium price” had been attained. (Hint - there are numerous numbers that will work.)


2. When the Customer Price (retail price) is greater than the “equilibrium price” how will supply of 
soda compare with demand for soda?


3. When the Customer Price (retail price) is less than the “equilibrium price” how will supply of soda 
compare to demand for soda?


4. Why is it dangerous in this game to allow the Customer Price to fall below “equilibrium price”.  
What $ penalty goes into effect?


5. Why is it dangerous in this game to allow the supply of soda to exceed the demand for soda? 
What $ penalty goes into effect?


6. In this game profit per case is the difference between Customer Price (retail price) and what?


7. What part of this game is a form of Nonprice Competition?


8. How can you use Nonprice Competition to change “equilibrium price”?
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